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European Youth Chess
Championship 2022 kicked off in
Antalya, Turkey with more than
1000 players from 46 federations

Hikaru Nakamura wins FIDE
World Fischer Random Chess
Championship 2022

FIDE World Fischer Random

#EYCC2022

European Senior Team Chess
Champions 2022 crowned in Dresden



In brief..

European Senior Team Chess Championship 2022 took place from 26

October to 5 November in Dresden, Germany. The event was played in two

age categories 50+ and 65+ and broke the participation record with 76 teams

represented by more than 400 players.

European Youth Chess Championship 2022 opened in Antalya, Turkey,

and will be played from 6-15 November in 6 age categories: U8, U10, U12,

U14, U16 & U18. More than 1000 players from 46 European federations

compete for the title of European Champion in their respective categories.

FIDE World Fischer Random Chess Championship 2022 took place from

25-30 October in Reykjavik, Iceland. Hikaru Nakamura won the event after

defeating Ian Nepomniachtchi in the finals.

FIDE Women's Chess Candidates Tournament 2022/2023 kicked off with

the Pool A tournament held from 24 October - 6 November in Monaco. Lei

Tingjie won the event and secured her spot in the Women's Candidates

Finals.

European Chess Union in cooperation with Silesian Chess Federation and

Polish Chess Federation published the official regulations for European

Open and Women Rapid & Blitz Chess Championships 2022 which will be

held from 16-18 December in Katowice, Poland.
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European Chess Union has its seat in Switzerland,
Address: Rainweidstrasse 2, CH-6333, Hunenberg
See, Switzerland .
European Chess Union is an independent
association founded in 1985 in Graz, Austria;
European Chess Union has 54 National Federation
Members;
Every year ECU organizes more than 20 prestigious
events and championships;

www.europechess.org
ecu.secretary.general@gmail.com
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European Senior Team Chess
Championship 2022
concluded in Dresden
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European Open and Women
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will take place in Katowice
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ECU Women's Commission

Women's Chess in Europe &
activities of the ECU Commission
for Women's Chess
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E-boards as a useful tool for
chess arbiters;
Text by: Tomas Danada
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England 50-1 won the 50+ event with a
round to spare and after nine played
rounds scored convincing 17 match
points. Berlin 1 and Germany tied for the
second place scoring 14 match points,
each. According to tiebreaks criteria
(Olympiad-Sonneborn-Berger), Berlin 1
claimed silver and Germany came
bronze.

The best ranked women’s team was
Germany 1 with score of 8 match points
and better tiebreaks than Germany 2
which had the same score.
Schachköniginnen Heidenau was third.

German Lasker Schachstiftung GK team
won the 65+ category with 15 match
points, after defeating Sweden 1 in a
direct final round match for medals.
Finland 65 and Germany 3 tied for the
second place scoring 13 match points,
but the tiebreak criteria determined
Finland 65 silver and Germany 3 won
bronze.

The best ranked Women’s team was
Germany with 7 match points.

European Senior Team Chess Championships 2022

The 2022 European Senior
Chess Championships (50+
& 65+ age categories) took
place from 26th October -
4th November in Dresden,
Germany.

European Senior
Team Championship

European Senior Team Chess
Championship 2022 (categories
50+ and 65+) took place from
26th October to 5th November
2022 in Dresden, Germany.

The event broke the
participation record with 76
teams and more than 400
players taking part in the
tournament.
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The Winners of the event received
trophies and medals, and the title of
European Senior Team Chess
Champions 2022 for the respective
category. The total prize fund of the
event was 6.000 EUR.

Final rankings and final report of the
event can be found through the ECU
Website.



#EYCC2022

The impressive opening ceremony
of the event was attended by Turkish
Minister of Youth and Sports Dr.
Mehmet Muharrem Kasapoglu, the
ECU President Zurab
Azmaiparashvili, President of
Turkish Chess Federation Gulkiz
Tulay, Turkiye Is Bankasi Deputy
General Manager Suat Sozen, and
other distinguished guests and all
participants.

More than 1000 players from 46
European federations take part in
the 2022 European Youth Chess
Championship which is played in 6
age categories: U8, U10, U12, U14,
U16, and U18, open and girls
sections separately. Time control is:
90 minutes for 40 moves plus 30
minutes for the rest of the game with
an increment of 30 seconds per
move, starting from move one. The
event takes place from 6th to 15th
November

European Youth Chess Championship 2022

The 2022 European Youth
Chess Championship
officially opened in Antalya,
Turkey, before the start of
the first round.

ECU President
addressed all
pparticipants
during the
Opening
ceremony and
praise the
organizers for
providing very
good conditions
for all players
and
accompanying
persons.

European Youth
Chess Championship

The European Youth Chess
Championship 2022 will be
played in 6 age categories: U8,
U10, U12, U14, U16, and U18,
open and girls sections
separately.

More than 1000 players coming
from 46 European federations
will compete for the title of
European Youth Chess
Champions of their respective
categories.
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Starting rank lists of players,
pairings and rankings can be found
through the official website of the
event. The top 10 boards of all
sections can be followed live
through the official website of the
event or other major broadcasting
platforms.

Official website of the event:
http://eycc2022.tsf.org.tr/en/



European Rapid & Blitz
Chess Championships
2017, Katowice, Poland;
Photo by: Walusza
Photography

European Open and Women Rapid & Blitz Chess
Championships 2022 – Official regulations

The 2022 European Open and Women Rapid & Blitz Chess
Championships will take place from 16th-18th December in
Katowice, Poland. Organiser is Silesian Chess Federation
under the auspices of the ECU and Polish Chess Federation.

The first tournament on the schedule will
be the European Blitz Chess
Championship which will be played on
December 16th. Open and Women’s
sections will be merged, with separate
prizes for the best ranked female
players. The event will be played in 11
double rounds, swiss system, with the
time control: 3 minutes + 2 seconds
increment.

European Rapid Chess Championship
will be played from 17th-18th December,
in 11 rounds, swiss system, with merged
Open and Women’s sections and
separate prizes. The time control will be
15 minutes + 10 seconds increment.

The playing venue of the events will be
“Spodek” Sport and Entertainment
Centre.
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The Winner of each tournament will
become European Open Blitz/Rapid
Chess Champions for 2022, and the
best ranked female players will become
European Women Blitz/Rapid Chess
Champions. The total prize fund of the
event is 44.000 EUR.

The event is open to all players
representing one of the European
federations (FIDE Zones 1.1 to 1.10)
regardless of title and rating.
Registrations can be done through
chessmanager website or by fulfilling the
registration form through the tournament
website. The registration deadline is
November 30th, 2022.

The organizers are providing special
conditions (free accommodation and full
board) for 2700+ players and 2450+
women players. Free accommodation
and breakfast will be offered for the top
10 players and top 8 women players.

Official regulations and detailed
information can be found on the ECU
Website.



Hikaru Nakamura wins FIDE World Fischer
Random Chess Championship 2022

The FIDE World Fischer Random Chess Championship
over-the-board final took place from 25-30 October 2022
at the Brjaya Reykjavik Natura Hotel, Reykjavik, Iceland.

The finals consisted of a two-group
stage followed by the knockout
semifinals and final, with Wesley So
(2021 FIDE World Fischer Random
Chess Champion), Magnus Carlsen
(reigning World Chess Champion in
classic chess), Ian Nepomniachtchi (wild
card), Hjorvar Steinn Gretarsson (wild
card), Vladimir Fedoseev (Qualifier
chess.com), Matthias Bluebaum
(Qualifier chess.com), Hikaru Nakamura
(Qualifier lichess.org) and Nodirbek
Abdusattorov (Qualifier lichess.org).

Hikaru Nakamura defeated Nodirbek
Abdusattorov to book his seat in the
finals against Ian Nepomniachtchi who
defeated Magnus Carlsen in the semi-
final match.

Photos by:
Lennart Ootes
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After the 2-2 result in the four-game final
match, the Winner of the 2022 FIDE
World Fischer Random Chess
Championship was determined in the
Armageddon game of death. Nakamura
had white pieces and needed to win the
game to claim the Champion title.
Getting out from the troublesome
opening position, Hikaru took his
advantage back and delivered a needed
victory.

Final rankings (after playoffs):
1. Hikaru Nakamura
2. Ian Nepomniachtchi
3. Magnus Carlsen
4. Nodirbek Abdusattorov
5. Vladimir Vedoseev
6. Wesley So
7. Matthias Blübaum
8. Hjörvar Steinn Grétarsson

Detailed information and all results can
be found on the Official website of the
event.



Photo by:
Michal Walusza

Lei Tingjie wins Women’s Chess
Candidates Pool A held in Monaco

FIDE Women’s Candidates
Tournament 2022/2023 kicked off in
Monaco with the Pool A knock-out
part of the event.

The four participants of the Pool A
were: GM Humpy Koneru (IND,
2574), GM Lei Tingjie (CHN, 2535),
GM Anna Muzychuk (UKR, 2534)
and GM Mariya Muzychuk (UKR,
2527). Lei Tingjie won the event and
qualified for the FIDE Women's
Candidates Final.

Chinese grandmaster Lei Tingjie
defeated Mariya Muzychuk in the round
1 four-game match with a narrow 2.5-1.5
victory. She won the first game of the
match, and with draws in the last three
games earned a spot for the Final
match.

Anna Muzychuk secured her seat for the
Pool A final after defeating Humpy
Koneru in the tiebreaks as the classical
part of the match finished with even 2-2
result.

The final between Tingjie and Anna
Muzychuk started with three draws, but
Lei Tingjie prevailed in the last game
and qualified for the FIDE Women's
Candidates Finals which will be held in
2023.
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The second finalist of the Women's
Candidates Tournament will be known
after the end of the Pool B tournament
which features: Aleksandra
Goryachkina, Kateryna Lagno,
Alexandra Kosteniuk and Tan Zhongyi.

The Pool B tournament will take place
from 28th of November to the 11th of
December in Uzbekistan.

Detailed information about the system of
play, schedule, dates, pairings can be
found on the Official website of the FIDE
Women's Candidates Tournament.



The event was played in the National
and University Library, with 10 world-
class grandmasters competing over 9
rounds (round-robin system). The
Opening ceremony of the event took
place shortly before the start of the first
round and was attended by ECU
President Mr. Zurab Azmaiparashvili,
ECU Vice President & Secretary
General of Croatian Chess Federation
Mr. Alojzije Jankovic, Secretary of ECU
Events Commission & Secretary
General of Slovenian Chess Federation
Ms. Nina Rob, representatives of the
City of Zagreb and other distinguished
guests and invitees.

After nine played rounds, Moussard
Jules (FRA, 2686) came the sole winner
of the event with score of 7 points.
Shevchenko Kirill (UKR, 2645) came
second with 6.5 points and Santos
Latasa Jaime (ESP, 2677) clinched
bronze with 6 points.

Time control of the tournament was 90
minutes for 40 moves + 30 minutes till
the end of the game, with 30 seconds
increment per each move, starting from
the move one.

Jules Moussard wins Tournament of Peace 2022

The historical chess
tournament, Tournament of
Peace 2022, took place
from 12th – 20th October
2022 in Zagreb, Croatia.

Tournament of Peace

The 2022 edition of Tournament
of Peace took place from 12th -
20th October in Zagreb,
Croatia. 10 world-class
grandmasters competed over 9
round-robin rounds for the
prestigious title.

Detailed information about the
event & final rankings can be
found on the Official Website.
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Final rankings:
1.Moussard Jules (FRA), 7 points
2.Shevchenko Kirill (UKR), 6.5 points
3.Santos Latasa Jaime (ESP), 6 points
4.Yilmaz Mustafa (TUR), 4.5 points
5.Stevic Hrvoje (CRO), 4.5 points
6.Bosiocic Marin (CRO), 4.5 points
7.Zelcic Robert (CRO), 3.5 points
8.Livaic Leon (CRO), 3.5 points
9.Kozul Zdenko (CRO), 2.5 points
10.Palac Mladen (CRO), 2.5 points

Detailed information about the event can
be found on the Official website.



Women's Chess in Europe

Text by:
Regina Pokorna,
Chairperson of
ECU
Commission for
Women's Chess

Let us introduce our ECU Commission
for Women's Chess Team:

Let me please introduce you our newly composed ladies team that will be working in the
"Commission For Women’s Chess". We share not only a love and passion for chess, but also a
desire to improve and strengthen the women's role in chess, whether players, trainers, arbiters
or organizers, etc. Our main long- and short-term goals and objectives are:
>promoting and supporting women’s participation in chess and in the chess tournaments;
>building and strengthening a network of female chess community in Europe;
>encouraging and supporting European chess federations to create a women's commission;
>providing support to initiatives and projects that positively enhance women’s role in chess;
>increasing interest and number of female trainers, arbiters and organizers by organizing online
workshops and seminars for them;
>organizing online chess tournaments and supporting organizers to increase the number of
norm's events in Europe for female chess players

Thank you very much to all the applicants that showed an interest in this commission and we
hope to cooperate with you all in building a strong women's chess community in Europe.
together.
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Women's Chess in Europe

Welcome to our FB community:
ECU Commission For Women’s Chess

We're happy to share with you all news about women's
chess in Europe like tournaments, calendars, seminars
and many other exciting events on our newly created FB
Account.

Don't forget to follow us to be sure you don't miss
anything. And please feel free to share with us your
suggestions for the improvements or just leave us your
feedback, we're here to listen and support you!
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Women's Chess in Europe

The Serbian Women's Team Chess
Championship 2022 (First Serbian
Women's League) has just ended in
hotel "Stara Planina" what was also
the playing venue of the
tournament.

The winner of the league is a team
"RAD-Beograd" (GM Batsiashvili
Nino, IM Bulmaga Irina, WGM
Manakova Maria, WFM Milutinovic
Stefana, Rakic Teodora) that lost in
total only 2 games in 11 rounds; The
gold was well deserved!
The second finished a team
"Osnovac-Niš", while the team
"Crvena Zvezda" from Belgrade
climbed onto the podium as the
third-placed team.

Congratulations to all winners as
well as Lu Miaoji (CHN) and FM
Beloslava Krasteva (BUL) who
managed to score a woman's
grandmaster norm and to WFM Elif
Mehmed (BUL), who secured with
her performance a woman's
international master norm.

The best player was GM Nino
Batsiashvili with 10.5/11 games
playing on the first board for the gold
team.

Tem "Crvena Zvezda", 3.Place Team " Osnovac-Niš", 2.Place

Serbian Women's Team Chess
Championship 2022

Team "RAD-
Beograd" , 1.Place
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Flashmob competition:
Women’s and girls’ chess 2022

ChessSports Association ( CSA –
ChessSports Association) is an
international organization that is trying to
promote chess in a bit different way,
namely combining competitions with
other sports. They put lots of focus on
promotion of women's chess and now
they announce a very cool competition
in cooperation with The German Chess
Federation (DSB). They award financial
prizes for the most creative activities
around the topic of women’s and girls’
chess. Any country worldwide can
participate! If you'd like to have a little
inspiration, you can check the last
winner from Austrian competition:
"Flashmob 2020: Frauenschach in
Österreich".
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Women's Chess in Europe

The Flashmob competition: Women's
and girls' chess 2022 will take place until
the end of the year. Registration
deadline for sending photos/ video
materials/ brochures in connection with
Women's chess activities is 31.12.2022.

Contact information:

Dr. Anita Stangl, DSB Ambassador for
Women's Chess

E-mail:

frauenbotschafterin@schachbund.de



ARBITERS CORNER

Text by:

It was sometimes tricky to reproduce
and insert games correctly from
scoresheets after the game, specially
when players went into time troubles, so
recording of games via E-boards
became a great solution for this task.
It was something new and I really
enjoyed discovering their functions. That
time with previous software TOMA it was
more difficult to handle it correctly than
nowadays with original licensed DGT
Livechess software.

When I work as an arbiter I always
prefer to use E-boards as much as is
possible. It provides a better supervision
for the current games. We can easily
check possible irregularities of games
and find out if illegal move happened
during the game which is in progress.
When a player claims a draw by three
time repetition or 50 moves rule we
always need to be sure to give a correct
decision during personal analysis. With
advanced chess claim tools we can
analyze PGN file with games from
broadcast to avoid possible mistakes. It
is a great way for cross-checking and
confirming our decision. We have better
overall control of games. We can see
from the arbiter's table which game
needs a special supervision, when
clocks are paused, time trouble is
coming or to give another scoresheets.

E-boards as a useful tool for chess arbiters

Since my childhood I was always
interested in computers and modern
technologies.

As a teenager I got a chance to be one
of the first arbiters from Slovak Chess
Federation to learn and work with serial
DGT boards.

Czech Youth and Amateur Chess Championship
Festival 2022 in Luhacovice covered with 120 E-

boards; Photos by:Tomas Danada

IA Tomas Danada;

Photo by:
GM Jergus Pechac

IA Tomas Danada

International Arbiter - IA
FIDE Master - FM

Master in Management - Mgr.
E-board expert

Tester of CE boards

Member of Slovak Chess
Federation
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When Sofia rule about draw agreement
applies we can check if there are
enough moves completed and draw is
finished correctly.

On the other hand when we use E-
boards we need to be more careful
about anti-cheating measurements and
fair play checks. As we know cheating in
chess is a big problem nowadays, there
were some cases reported in the last
few years.

During festivals with many participants
and top level tournaments it is usual to
set a time delay for games what can
prevent some possibilities of cheating.



ARBITERS CORNER

When we hear a term of E-board,
everyone imagines classical serial DGT
board which is most common used.

Their functionality is stable and they are
used for years. It is a preferable option
for majority of E-board experts. DGT
also released Bluetooth, USB and Smart
boards which can be connected to the
computer with additional functions for
online chess playing or training.

For years DGT was the only company
which produced E-boards on European
market.

Chess evolution company was
established in 2011 to create products
for chess community. They published
chess books written by top level
coaches, chess sets with clocks and
other accessories. In 2019 they released
brand new CE wireless sets, which use
Wi-Fi technology for broadcast.

When I heard about this new model, I
was impressed by the idea and I wanted
to try it. It has completely different
architecture, settings and software than
DGT that I used to work with for years.

Text by: IA Tomas Danada;
Photo by Viliam Prochazka

All arbiters corner articles of
previous ECU E-Magazine
editions can be found on the
Official website of the ECU
Arbiters Council.

For all questions feel free to
contact the ECU Arbiters
Council through the following
email address:
ecuarbiterscouncil@gmail.com

DGT serial boards during Slovak Closed
Championship 2022; Photo below by Patrik
Nemergut

Chess Evolution
wireless sets
during Chess
Ladies 2019
Photo by Denis
Nemsak

Types of
electronic

chess boards
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Every new software should be updated
to fix some issues and bugs to lead
better user interface for clients.

I found some things which could be
done better, so I contacted product
manager who reviewed my reports and
advices, sent it to developers which they
fixed. Actual version of software is from
my point of view stable. I work with
these sets nowadays and everything
runs smoothly.

When we compare CE sets to DGT
serial boards we got some useful
improvements. It works completely
wireless. We can set and start all clocks
directly from the computer, also it has an
option for time delay of broadcast.

I do believe that it can be a powerful
alternative in the future.

Text by:

IA Tomas Danada



FUN ZONE

In October 2022 edition of the
ECU Magazine, we present four
positions where White mates in
two moves!

Solutions from
September Magazine

#Puzzle 1:
1.Bf6!! Rb7 2.Rxg6!+ Rg7 3.Rxg7
c5 4.Rg3#
#Puzzle 2:
1.Qxf8!+ Rxf8 2.Rxg7 Kh8 3.Rg3
Rf6 4.Bxf6#
#Puzzle 3:
1.Ne7+ Kh8 2.Nxg6+ Kg8 3.Ne7+
Kh8 4.Qxh7#
#Puzzle 4:
1.Rh8!+ Kxh8 2.Qh2+ Qh3 3.Qxh3+
Kg8 4.Qh7#
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PAUL KERES

SAID ABOUT

CHESS:

>Chess is a test of wills.

>Even the best grandmasters in the

world have had to work hard to

acquire the technique of rook

endings.

>A player can sometimes afford the

luxury of an inaccurate move, or even

a definite error, in the opening or

middlegame without necessarily

obtaining a lost position. In the

endgame ... an error can be decisive,

and we are rarely presented with a

second chance.

>However hopeless the situation

appears to be there yet always exists

the possibility of putting up a

stubborn resistance.

>An innovation need not be

especially ingenious, but it must be

well worked out.




